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ABSTRACT

Aerial hoops are circular, hanging devices for both acrobatic exercise and artistic performance that let us explore the role of interactive sonification in physical activity. We present SonicHoop, an augmented aerial hoop that generates auditory feedback via capacitive touch sensing, thus becoming a digital musical instrument that performers can play with their bodies. We compare three sonification strategies through a structured observation study with two professional aerial hoop performers. Results show that SonicHoop fundamentally changes their perception and choreographic processes: instead of translating music into movement, they search for bodily expressions that compose music. Different sound designs affect their movement differently, and auditory feedback, regardless...
of type of sound, improves movement quality. We discuss opportunities for using SonicHoop as an aerial hoop training tool, as a digital musical instrument, and as a creative object; as well as using interactive sonification in other acrobatic practices to explore full-body vertical interaction.

**CCS CONCEPTS**
- Human-centered computing → Interaction devices; Sound-based input / output; Auditory feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rooted in the circus and the world of acrobatics, aerial hoop is a form of exercise that has only recently become accessible to the general public. An aerial hoop is a large steel ring suspended from the ceiling (Fig. 1a), in which an aerialist can practice spins, drops, tricks and positions. Aerial hoop demands intense physical exercise, requiring as much strength and full-body coordination as swimming [3] and yoga [84]. It is also an art form that requires flexibility, balance, elegance and concentration in order to learn long combinations of figures.

Similar to other movement-based activities, aerial hoop practices rely heavily on proprioception [29, 58]. The aerialist perceives and acts on diverse sensorial information, including the body parts that are currently in contact with the instrument, the rotation speed of the aerial hoop given the aerialist’s current posture and preceding figures, available as intrinsic feedback [47, 49], as well as their own movement quality and balance. To facilitate movement skill acquisition and playful experiences, the fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), sports science and psychology have also proposed an increasing number of interactive design solutions that provide extrinsic or augmented feedback. This includes visual augmentation, e.g. [84], auditory augmentation, e.g. [2], haptic augmentation e.g. [82], and combinations of some [23], or all of them [3]. These interactive systems span many physical activities including yoga [84], rock climbing [38], snowboarding [82], skiing [30], swimming [3], squats and deadlifts [23], slackline [2], golf training [36], and dancing [66].

We are motivated to explore how augmented feedback, particularly interactive sonification, affects aerial hoop practices. First, augmented feedback, regardless of modality, can provide information about the aerialist’s movements that is not otherwise available. We want to see how such information is used by aerialists and how it changes their practices. Second, it is practically impossible to use visual feedback, since the hoop rotates on itself all the time, making it difficult for aerialists to visually verify their movements using screens or projections. Similarly, it is difficult to provide haptic feedback as different body parts might be in contact with different parts of the hoop depending upon the figures (Figure 2b), some of which include large surfaces. Haptic feedback may therefore not be felt by the aerialist, or may incur discomfort. Third, using auditory feedback, in particular interactive sonification, has been relatively well established in sports science to increase performance, self-awareness and enjoyment [72]. Last but not least, we want to explore the possibility of transforming the aerial hoop into a digital musical instrument that can be played by the performer’s body. Instead of the usual approach, where aerial hoop performances are choreographed to a piece of music, we are interested in reversing the process, where aerialists compose music through their movements on the hoop. This follows in the tradition of movement-based interactive sound environments that become digital music instruments or novel kinds of performing arts [35, 50], and raises new challenges for the study of systems at the intersection of HCI, sports and music.

This paper introduces SonicHoop, an augmented aerial hoop with capacitive touch sensing and interactive sonification. After reviewing related work, we outline our design considerations, and describe SonicHoop’s hardware, software and sonification strategies. We present the results of a technical evaluation and a structured observation with two professional aerial hoop performers, and discuss the effects of different sounds on participants’ movements and choreographic process. We conclude with future directions for using SonicHoop in aerial hoop pedagogy and performance, as well as the potential of interactive sonification in other acrobatic practices.

2 RELATED WORK

Since the practice of aerial hoop is both a physical exercise and an art form, we review HCI studies and systems that support physical training, the use of interactive sonification in sports science, digital music and performing arts, as well as interactive sensing techniques applied to large surfaces.

2.1 Systems to Support Physical Training in HCI

The design of interactive systems in HCI addresses multiple facets of physical activity, from supporting correct movement execution, e.g. [3, 82], to enhancing playful experiences and bodily interaction, e.g. [51, 52], by augmenting users’ visual, auditory and tactile perceptions. Visual augmentations are the most common: Kajastila et al. [38] project interactive graphics on an indoor climbing wall to motivate and instruct climbers; Vidal et al. introduce wearable projecting lights for yoga [84] and strength training exercises [85] to augment instructor’s and trainee’s movements; and Park et al. propose an interactive snowboard [61] and later a skateboard [62] with color-coded visual displays of the performer’s weight distribution. Others have explored tactile and auditory augmentation: Spelmezan [82] investigates the use of tactile instructions for amateur snowboarders; Bial et al. [7] embed actuators in cyclists’ shoes to communicate the rhythm of pedaling; Hasegawa et al. [30] sonify the center of gravity of skiers to help them control positions; and Nylander et al. [56] describe a system
for experiencing a golf swing by generating an audio mirror of the movement of the golf club. Multimodal augmentation has also been studied in the context of swimming [3], skateboarding [63], and squats and deadlifts exercises [23].

Each modality has benefits and limitations given the context of use. For example, a positive aspect of visual augmentation is the ability to make complex movements easier to understand, such as movement trajectory [63], weight distribution [61] and posture [84]. On the other hand, it risks distracting the user due to the dominance of the human visual system [88], and may lead users to depend on visual feedback at the expense of proprioception [73]. By contrast, the effects of auditory and tactile augmentation are peripheral and less obtrusive [57], but raise design challenges such as how to convey information effectively (see [81] for a review). SonicHoop uses interactive sonification to communicate and augment the aerialist’s position on the aerial hoop.

2.2 Interactive Sonification in Sports

Researchers in sports science have long investigated interactive sonification to increase athletes’ performance, self-awareness and engagement [72]. Their work has been motivated by neurobiological and behavioral studies that demonstrate the close interaction between auditory and motor areas of the brain, as well as the importance of auditory information in perceptual-motor processes. This work has addressed a wide range of physical activities, including swimming [14, 70, 74], slackline [2], gymnastics performed on a pommel horse [4], running [8, 9], speed skating [10, 11], aerobics [31], handball [32], squat jumping [55], precision shooting [41], trampoline [63], basketball [67], cycling [46, 80], muscular training (biceps curl) [89], weightlifting [45], golf [36], german wheel [34], and rowing [21, 71].

Many of these studies report improved performance in movement execution, control and learning [21, 74], which, while important goals for sports, are mostly irrelevant for musical aesthetics. These studies also differ in what they sonify and how, e.g. the actual movement [70] vs. errors or deviation from desired performance [10]. Most use a single sonification mode that maps one aspect of movement to one sound feature. After reviewing 179 publications related to sonification of physical quantities, Dubus and Bresin concluded that simple sound synthesis prevails: many use pure tones that vary in pitch and amplitude, often driven by position or velocity of the corresponding movements [20]. Few studies address how different sonification designs affect perception and emotion [42, 83]. We adopt a direct sonification strategy that sonifies the performer’s physical contact with the aerial hoop, and explore three different sound designs to determine how they affect the aerialist’s practice.

2.3 Interactive Sound Systems in Digital Music and Performing Arts

The use of interactive sound systems and/or interactive sonification techniques is widely explored in digital music and performing arts where the goal is to produce new, unconventional or specific sounds. In addition to many commercially available touch surfaces, such as Sensel Morph [79], Linstrument [43] and Continuum [15], musicians have also crafted a number of novel digital musical instruments that let them control sounds using bodily expressions. Many examples can be seen in the Guthman musical instrument competition [54], such as Laser Harp. Art pieces that create sound using only the performer’s body can also be seen in, e.g. Very Nervous System (1982-1991) by David Rokeby and Corpus Nili by Marco Donnarumma. Sound and music communities such as SMC (Sound & Music Computing) and NIME (New Interfaces for Musical Expression) also investigate research questions such as how to map movement parameters to sound synthesis parameters [35], how to control sound with gesture [5, 6], how to process audio interactively [75], and how to integrate machine learning into music making [24].

In addition to providing auditory feedback on aerial hoop movements, we also want to explore the possibility of transforming the aerial hoop into a digital musical instrument that can be played by the performer’s body. In the artistic discipline of aerial hoop, the aerialist dances figures within the physical constraints of the hoop, which offers an interesting and novel area for further exploring interactive sonification.

2.4 Interactive Sensing Techniques

Finally, we review research projects that developed large touch and interactive sensing surfaces. We are inspired by previous work in capacitive sensing, as it is a promising technique for making large interactive objects. Researchers have demonstrated large and reconfigurable capacitive touch sensors, using roll-to-roll printing [26, 27]. Such sensors can be deployed quickly, are flexible, and can conform to the object’s shape. Furthermore, the capacitive sensing matrix has been integrated into fabrics [64] or on-skin electronics [86]. Other contact sensing techniques have also shown promise for interactive surfaces. For example, Z-Tiles [68] uses Force Sensitive Resistors (FSR) to create interactive, pressure-sensitive floor tiles; SensorTape [17] uses an array of infrared proximity sensors to develop a quickly deployable interactive surface.

Other research has explored non-contact interactive sensing, such as using large electric field electrodes to detect nearby human movements [90]. The electric field approach has been successfully deployed in dance and sonification contexts [60]. A common non-contact approach is to use visual tracking with cameras, e.g. a depth camera such as Microsoft Kinect [37], infrared-based motion capture (e.g. OptiTrack System [59]), or Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) suit [69]. We chose to use capacitive touch sensing to build the interactive aerial hoop based on our design process and choices, described in the next section.

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section describes the aerial hoop practices that inspired and challenged our design choices. This discipline sits between sports and arts, and involves an essential instrument — the hoop — which can be augmented. It provides a rich test bed for studying the role of interactive sonification in physical activity, here both athletic and artistic.

---

1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt99-MAu2GY
2 https://vimeo.com/8120954
3 https://vimeo.com/152710490
Figure 2: (a) Circus performer Caedo posing in a “Babe in the Moon” pose in this lyre-shaped apparatus in 1893; (b) Sketches of common aerial hoop figures. Contact between the aerial hoop and the performer’s hands is highlighted in yellow; legs in red and upper body in green.

3.1 Aerial Hoop Practices

An aerial hoop, also known as a lyra, an aerial ring or a cerceau, is a circular steel hoop that is suspended from a height, using specialized rigging straps and a combination of carabiners and swivels. The word lyra comes from the Latin word for “lyre”, which is a harp-like musical instrument that has a circular shape. The first recorded use of an aerial hoop was by a performer called “Caedo” in 1893 (Figure 2a). Cirque du Soleil [19] introduced the now-familiar circular form, and popularized it as an aerial art form in its shows in the mid-20th century. Now aerial hoop has transcended its stereotypical role as part of a circus act into special fitness programs offered in dance studios and gyms worldwide.

The practice of aerial hoop requires a combination of physical strength (pull-ups), flexibility, including leg flexibility (front and side splits) and back flexibility (similar to contortion), balance, memorization of a sequence of figures, and fluidity. The training often takes years. A typical aerial hoop class starts with warm-up exercises on the floor and on the hoop, and practices of a sequence of figures. A sequence of figures on the hoop (Figure 2b) often starts from the floor, requiring pulling oneself up to sit on the hoop. One can go higher up with legs hanging on the upper part of the hoop and the rest of the body upside down. The aerial hoop also spins continuously, at a speed determined by the performer’s current position and previous figures. To perform an aerial hoop piece, the aerialist often picks an existing piece of music that varies in tempo and energy so that the choreographed sequence of figures matches the characteristics of the music.

3.2 Design Goals

We used a participatory design approach [53] that included aerial hoop practitioners throughout the design process. First, we conducted semi-structured interviews in a dance studio with aerial hoop students and teachers to understand their needs and expectations with respect to an interactive hoop. Second, we discussed with Optitrack [59] at SIGGRAPH 2019 [1] since they organized a live performance of aerial hoop. We derived the following design goals from the analysis of interview results and discussions with Optitrack staff. Our four design goals are:

1. to detect movements on the hoop so that various aerial figures are taken into account;
2. to avoid forcing aerialists to wear heavy equipment;
3. to preserve the hoop’s existing physical properties; and
4. to ensure the hoop is durable and affordable (if it becomes a product).

Among those interviewed, two professional aerial hoop performers/teachers were involved in the 6-month design process, regularly iterating with us on the design ideas, as well as on the engineering requirements, described in the next subsection. They also served as subject matter experts in the structured observation later on. They did not, however, participate in the design of the sounds.

---

An aerial figure is a specific position on the hoop.

---

5See the demo at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-nIJ0mYghQ where two aerialists performed a duo aerial hoop routine wearing a full-body suit with markers. Note that markers are avoided on the back of the legs of the performers, as they are needed for sitting and hanging.
We translated the above-mentioned design goals into four engineering requirements with hardware engineers, and justified our design choices with regular consultation with the two professional aerialists.

3.3.1 Detection Range. Our first engineering requirement is to take various aerial figures into account, which result in different contact areas on the hoop. To do so, we need to know which part of the hoop is used. We analyzed common aerial hoop figures (Figure 2b) and found that, first, all surface areas of the hoop are used depending on the figures and, second, the minimum surface in contact is using the palm of the hand, roughly 8cm. Therefore, the detection should cover the whole hoop and should identify contact points as small as 8cm wide. We rule out depth cameras such as Microsoft Kinect as the constant spinning of the hoop would incur occlusion, making tracking unstable and inconsistent.

3.3.2 Equipment-Free. We want the aerialist to be equipment-free, i.e. to avoid wearables and wires. Many studies that we reviewed in related work (e.g. [3, 30, 84]) require users to wear tracking systems, some of which are quite cumbersome for physical activities. Given the dance-like characteristics of the aerial hoop figures, which involve rotations, spins and drops as well as constant contact between the body and the hoop, it would be uncomfortable and inconvenient for the aerialist to wear something on his/her body. We therefore rule out IMU-suit approaches and aim for an equipment-free design solution.

3.3.3 Minimum Changes to the Hoop. After ruling out depth cameras and motion capture systems using IR markers, we turn to electronics that enable sensing on the hoop. Here the aerial hoop should stay as close to its original status as possible, including minimum changes to its physical construction and its surface area. Depending on the material used, steel or aluminum, the working load limit of an aerial hoop is roughly 200kg, allowing one to three aerialists to perform on it. We want to preserve its original physical property as much as possible. Similarly, we want to avoid noticeable changes to the hoop surface since it is in direct contact with the aerialist’s body. Any changes in material would alter the performer’s perception.

3.3.4 Durable and Inexpensive Materials. Finally, the electronics of choice should be able to endure pressure, at least one person’s weight. Similarly, it should support figure transitions that involve sudden weight shifting, such as a drop from the top part to the bottom part of the hoop. Given the large surface area that needs to be covered (85–110cm diameter depending on the hoop), we also consider the cost of the sensors. We considered using Force Sensitive Resistors (FSRs). FSRs are more expensive and less robust. FSRs can provide pressure sensing, but we did not find it necessary. Finally, we considered mutual- and self-capacitance sensing. Mutual capacitance is more robust to noise and provides a higher resolution, but is more complex, requiring an intersecting matrix of electrodes. Due to the unique size and dimension of the hoop, we found self-capacitance to be the most appropriate. Self-capacitance is often used for simple buttons and sliders. It works by measuring how long it takes to charge or discharge an electrode. An object such as a finger changes the charge/discharge times, as it adds capacitance. We chose widely commercially available Arduino MPR121 (NXP) sensing chips, which can sense 12-electrodes simultaneously to construct the SonicHoop prototype.

4 SONICHOOP PROTOTYPE

In this section, we demonstrate the SonicHoop prototype, hardware and software, based on our design considerations. Figure 3 provides an overview of the system architecture.

4.1 Hardware

We bought a 90cm (diameter) 2-point aerial hoop along with hanging straps, carabiners and swivels from firetoys⁶. The aerial hoop weighs 6kg and can support up to 300kg. Since the aerial hoop is made of steel that is naturally conductive, we first wrapped the entire hoop with insulating tape to prevent false detection. After considering the circumference of the hoop (282.7cm) and detection range that should identify the palm of the hand (roughly 8cm), we came up with a resolution of 42 electrodes using copper tape (Figure 4a). Each electrode has a width of 1.5cm and a length of 5cm, covering 2/3 of the hoop surface from inward, and is placed at 4.5cm intervals (except those next to the two carabiners) (Figure 4c), so that wherever the hand is placed, there is always at least one electrode activated.

These electrodes are connected to four MPR121 capacitive touch sensors (Figure 4b), each of which supports 12 inputs, using ultra

⁶ https://www.firetoys.com
thin copper wire (0.1mm) (Figure 4e). We chose this wire to minimize the noticeable changes on the hoop. The ultra thin copper wires are enamelled so we used a cigarette lighter and sandpaper to remove coating at each end. We soldered the electrodes directly onto one end (Figure 4d) and soldered a pin to the other end, which was connected to an MPR121 via a breadboard (Figure 4b). The breadboard is placed between electrode $D_0$ and $C_{11}$, resulting in the longest wire roughly 160cm long (from $A_{11}$) and the shortest wire roughly 30cm long (from $D_0$ and $C_{11}$). We built a I2C communication protocol between Arduino sensors and a Bitalino R-IoT, which streams data to a custom-made Max/MSP program at a rate of 15 milliseconds. We laser cut a wooden box (Figure 1b) to embed all the electronics and covered the hoop with another layer of insulating tape to protect the electrodes (Figure 1a).

SonicHoop works as a standalone device, requiring no extra equipment for the aerialists to wear. The texture of the insulating tape is similar to that used to wrap the cold and slippery surface of a regular aerial hoop. The ultra thin copper wires are covered by two layers of tape so that they should resist pressure and sudden weight shifting. Note that our initial design was to use 7 flex PCBs, each with 6 electrodes, to provide touch sensing (see supplementary material for its design). We did not receive the material due to the impact of Covid-19. Our technical evaluation and user evaluation are therefore conducted using the current version, which costs approximately 60 euros, in addition to the hoop.

4.2 Software
We implemented a custom-made program in Cycling’74 Max/MSP to receive and process sensor data, map it to sound as well as record touch data and audio (Figure 5). The program receives the raw values of sensor data, which is a list of 42 floats with the standby value as 34 every 15 milliseconds, and decides on when a touch is triggered after applying two filters. The first filter is a moving average filter (on the previous 10 data points) to smooth out the noisy raw data. The second filter is a step detection filter to detect abrupt changes in noisy time series data. We used an online version that compares the new data point to the median of the previous 20 data points and defined the threshold as 0.2. That is to say that if the difference between the new data point and the median of the previous 20 points is greater than 0.2, we consider it as a touch event (touch 1 or release 0). This approach has tradeoffs: it maximally eliminates false detection, but it sacrifices latency since applying two filters consumes some time before we can pass the data to generate sound. We evaluate and further discuss this latency in the later section. Both filters are implemented using Pipo [76], a plugin API for data stream processing in Max/MSP.

We also created a visualization tool that provides real-time presentation of the electrodes’ status (Figure 6). When not triggered, electrodes are visualized in blue. When triggered, electrodes are visualized in red. The centroid of activated electrodes is also computed for sonification, which will be described in the next section.

5 SONIFICATION STRATEGY
The details of the sonification clearly matter, as they potentially cause large differences in the aerialist’s movements, perception, and
Figure 5: Software: Max/MSP receives the raw touch data, a list of 42 floats every 15 milliseconds, smooths it using a moving average filter and detects touch events (touch or release) using a step detection process, and generates sound accordingly. The two filters are implemented using Pipo and sound is generated using CataRT and Ableton Live.

Figure 6: Visualization of the electrodes' status in real time: (a) default status with no touch events; (b)-(d): touch events are detected and the centroid among touch points is computed for sonification.

5.1 Ambient

The first sonification strategy explores how to let performers create pleasing, ambient sounds from nature. The goal here is not to create a particular musical style, but rather to let the performer fluidly combine sounds to create a coherent result. We divide the hoop into 4 sections, each of which produces a different type of dense ambient sound corresponding to earth (clay tiles), wind, water and birds (Figure 7a). This asymmetric design is inspired by how a sequence of figures is composed (see design considerations): an aerialist often starts from the floor, using the bottom part of the hoop to go up, the side parts for a series of figures and the top part to go even higher.

In each section, the centroid of activated electrodes is mapped to a dense collection of short sound samples (grains), ordered by their sonic character. For instance, for the wind section, touching on the bottom (e.g., C0) will play layered soft sounds of weak wind, and moving upwards will gradually play louder, stronger wind sounds with more high-frequency content. Additionally, the spread of the touch activation for each section is mapped to the range around the centroid from which sound grains are selected. For example, touching the top section with one hand will play a continuous texture of a specific bird sound character, while touching with both hands at the extremities of the section will play a large variety of different bird sounds.

The sound collections are recordings of natural phenomena and are constituted into a corpus by timbral analysis in the CataRT system [77] for Max/MSP. This approach of corpus-based concatenative synthesis allows us to use the rich and nuanced sound world...
of real natural environments, and to still be able to create continuous sonic evolution by sound selection via audio descriptors, without having to resort to audio manipulation.

5.2 Lounge
The second sonification strategy explores how to let performers dynamically modify the expressive quality of a particular musical style, in this case, lounge music. The goal is to let performers dynamically control the orchestration of the piece by moving up and down the hoop. We divide the hoop into 10 vertical zones that switch to the music segment assigned to it (Figure 7b). This symmetric design rationale (also used for electro dance, described in the next subsection) is based on the fact that for each aerial hoop figure, one can practice both on the left side and right side. This creates a mirroring representation, similar to other dance figures.

We chose a set of 11 segments of a music track in a jazzy lounge house style, mapped 10 of them to the 10 zones of vertical space, and the last one for the fadeout effect to add an ending to the piece. The switch occurs on the next 16th note, jumping to the same metric position in the target loop, thus maintaining rhythmic consistency. The segments are arranged in a rough order of musical buildup, with calm parts at the bottom (the intro just with bass, then a solo piano part), and gradually denser parts of the arrangement (bass and different synthetic choir voice and guitar parts) towards the top. At the top section, we placed three different parts with piano, which have very bright timbres.

5.3 Electro Dance
The third sonification strategy explores how to let performers combine different instruments based on their position around the hoop. Similar to the symmetric presentation of lounge, described above, we divide the hoop into 11 vertical zones and allows to layer 133 bpm loops in an energetic electronic dance music style (Figure 7c). The loops contain one type of instrument each and are designed to be layered to build up a composition. Loop start and loop stop are rhythmically synchronous to the already running loops. A similar setup can be seen in Entrain [78], a distributed and collective musical instrument that synchronizes eight layers of sequences.

Both lounge and electro dance sonification are created using Ableton Live8 which communicates with Max/MSP back and forth. All three sonifications also provide for a two-second special musical fade-out effect when the aerialist lets go of the hoop at the end of the performance.

6 TECHNICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the touch-to-sound latency and sensitivity to different textiles of SonicHoop.

---

8 [https://www.ableton.com/en/live/]
6.1 Touch to Sound Latency

First we evaluate the latency between body contact on SonicHoop and generated auditory feedback. This is important as any significant delays in feedback would negatively impact the action–perception process. Using the external stereo digital recorder paradigm [87], we measured the total system latency (Figure 8 (1)–(5)) between a touch event (picked up by a contact microphone) and the start of the output sound as 110 ms, below the just noticeable threshold 200 ms [40]. Additionally, we recorded the internal processing steps (2)–(4) in order to estimate their respective contribution to the total latency. More specifically, it takes approximately 10 ms for Max/MSP to receive the raw sensor data (step (1)–(2)), 82 ms to detect a touch event using the two filters (step (2)–(3)), 8 ms to generate sound in Max/MSP once a touch event is considered true (step (3)–(4)) and finally 10 ms to output sound from the laptop’s speakers. (1)–(2): 10 ms, (2)–(3): 82 ms, (3)–(4): 8 ms, (4)–(5): 10 ms. Total latency (1)–(5): 110 ms.

6.2 Sensitivity to Different Textiles

We also evaluate SonicHoop’s sensitivity to different textiles as the aerialist wears sports clothes during practice sessions or costumes for performances. The most direct skin contact comes from the palm of the hand, feet and back legs if shorts are chosen over long leggings. Therefore, it is important to know to what extent SonicHoop can detect touch events, when extra layers of textiles are worn.

We compared direct contact with skin, which results in the highest sensitivity, with 5 different textiles: 100% cotton, 100% polyester, 90% cotton with 10% elastane, 75% cotton with 25% elastane and 85% polyester with 15% elastane (Figure 9). The last three are very common compositions of sports clothes that provide elasticity and strength.

The findings indicate that cotton has the highest sensitivity among the 5 textiles (up to 1.5mm), since cotton is usually the most capable textile to absorb humidity in air to enable some conductivity. Polyester is less conductive than cotton. It can enable touch detection on SonicHoop up to 0.8mm thick. The more elastane is added, the less conductive the textile gets (1.4mm for 90% cotton with 10% elastane, 0.6mm for 75% cotton with 25% elastane or 85% polyester with 15% elastane). Based on this evaluation, we kept our initial threshold to distinguish touch events as 0.2.

7 STRUCTURED OBSERVATION

To understand how auditory feedback, particularly how different sonification strategies, influence aerialist’s movements and choreographic processes, we conducted a structured observation [25, 39, 48] with two professional aerial hoop performers. Structured observation is a type of quasi-experiment [16] that combines controlled...
We recruited two professional aerial hoop performers/teachers, both female. P1 (41 years old), was initially trained as a jazz dancer; has more than 20 years experience in circus performances; teaches aerial hoop, pole dance and Pilates on a daily basis. P2 (33 years old), was trained in gymnastics since age 5; has 10 years experience in teaching aerial hoop, pole dance, contortion and yoga on a daily basis. Both participants provided informed consent and agreed to the recording of the session and publication of the results. Each received 50€ (due to the physical demand of the study) for their participation.

7.1 Participants
We recruited two professional aerial hoop performers/teachers, both female. P1 (41 years old), was initially trained as a jazz dancer; has more than 20 years experience in circus performances; teaches aerial hoop, pole dance and Pilates on a daily basis. P2 (33 years old), was trained in gymnastics since age 5; has 10 years experience in teaching aerial hoop, pole dance, contortion and yoga on a daily basis. Both participants provided informed consent and agreed to the recording of the session and publication of the results. Each received 50€ (due to the physical demand of the study) for their participation.

7.2 Setup
The study took place in the dance studio where both participants teach aerial hoop. Three experimenters and one participant were present at the same time in a room of 100 square meters, all (except the participant) wearing masks, respecting social distancing and governmental regulations. SonicHoop was hung from the 2.8m high ceiling with the bottom part 1.4m from the floor. The same laptop was used and a loudspeaker was placed 1.5m away (Figure 10a). SonicHoop as well as the two yoga mats that were placed below SonicHoop were disinfected after each study.

7.3 Procedure
The study takes approximately 75 minutes and includes the following steps (Figure 10c):

Familiarization: Participants are introduced to the concept of SonicHoop and are given 5 to 10 minutes to familiarize themselves with SonicHoop using a 1-minute predefined sequence of figures. This sequence has 6 intermediate-level figures that can be performed by professionals effortlessly, therefore it does not involve movement learning. The goal of this phase is twofold: first, participants can familiarize themselves with SonicHoop’s physical construction, including size and surface texture; second, participants can practice and memorize the sequence for the controlled practice that comes next.

Controlled practice: Participants practice the same sequence using three sound conditions (P1: electro dance, lounge, ambient; P2: lounge, ambient, electro dance). Before practicing, they are encouraged to touch different parts of SonicHoop to get some ideas about the sound design. After practicing, they fill out a 5-point Likert-style questionnaire and use a talk aloud protocol to describe their experience performing the predefined figures in this condition.

Exploration: Participants explore freely using each sonification strategy for 5 to 10 minutes.

7.4 Data collection and analysis
We collected video, audio, questionnaires and hand-written notes. We analyzed results using a mixed-approach thematic analysis [12], with top-down themes, the three sonification strategies (ambient, lounge and electro dance), as well as bottom-up themes that emerged during the coding process.

7.5 Results
Overall, participants find that auditory feedback, regardless of sonification strategy, provides useful information about their movements, thus improving perceived movement quality (Figure 11): “since the sound is corresponding to your movement, you are obliged to pay attention to the characteristics of a figure, for example duration, which you don’t usually pay attention to” (P1); “it definitely improves movement quality since we get to hear how the figures sound like” (P2). However, different sound designs affect how they interpret figures, both visually and acoustically, of choreographing, as well as their attention differently.

7.5.1 Ambient. The ambient sonification strategy has no independent rhythm of its own, which made it easy for participants to improvise and explore figures in a way that is completely opposite to their normal practices. As mentioned before, an aerial hoop piece is usually choreographed according to the characteristics of the chosen music, which means that the music drives the aerialist: “Usually you need to translate the music into your movement” (P1). The ambient sonification strategy caused the aerialists to fundamentally change how they thought about choreographing and performing, and was easily their preferred sonification approach. P1 said: “With a regular aerial hoop, we always think about which figures to do and which figures follow which other figures. But here I was not thinking about figures at all, but more how to orient myself on the hoop, where to put my hands, my feet etc. We leave the zone of using techniques but more searching for new expressions. It’s a different thinking process, which is super nice and more poetic. Also it’s the sound of nature, it feels like a journey”. P2 said: “The sound is very relaxing and almost meditative. I pay more attention to the sound. Sometimes I deliberately did not touch the top part because I know that it’s the sound of the birds, and at the moment it didn’t fit into the story. So I completely changed my movements and consciously made choices for which sound to use to tell the story”.

7.5.2 Lounge. The lounge sonification strategy is the closest to music they would choose for an aerial hoop piece. P2 said: “It really makes me feel like dancing, stretching and having fluidity”. However, the continuity of music — each movement triggers different segments of the music track that continue afterwards — might disrupt free expression. P1 said: “I’d like to have some silent periods, for example, if I stay in a position for a while, maybe it could create some silence? You saw that sometimes I was looking for movements that allow me to not touch any part of the hoop (such as the straps on top) so that I could hang without getting down on the floor, but do not

Semi-structured interview: Participants fill out another Likert-style questionnaire, and use a talk aloud protocol to compare the different sonification strategies and describe their overall experiences.
generate sound. Otherwise if I want to have silent moments, I have to completely let go and get down on the floor. I think this would be very interesting to have this ‘suspension’ moment and then continue”.

7.5.3 Electro dance. The aerialists understood the electro dance sonification strategy less well than the other two, in terms of the relationship between their movements and the sound (Figure 11). This was also their least preferred sonification strategy, as the rapid music tempo (133 bpm) forced them to follow the rhythm, with a corresponding sense of loss of control. P1 said: “In fact, I can stay with the rhythm since it already has one, but without knowing that it’s me who creates sounds, it’s difficult. It feels like the sound just keeps going, and I can put myself in there (follow the rhythm), but I don’t have a sense that it’s me who’s in control”. P2 said: “This sound is perhaps the best for a concert performance or when it’s more dynamic. It’s a different type of dance where you would adapt your movements more to the rhythm. For something more rhythmic, it’s definitely the performer who needs to adapt to the rhythm, rather than for example with the environmental sound (ambient condition), we can choose how we’d like to move. Since this is something interactive, I guess it’s more pleasant to have something that you’re in control of”. P1 also found it difficult to differentiate all 11 sounds: “There are lots of different sounds but many sounds are difficult to distinguish, such as bom bom and ding ding, you see. I have a hard time knowing if I’m in contact with something or not”.

7.5.4 New expressions. Both participants agree that SonicHoop is an interesting and useful tool for exploring choreographic figures,
as well as for personal artistic expression. P1 said: “It would be super interesting because you know usually we try a sequence of figures and see if it works. Here by listening to the sound, you know whether this figure would work or rather break the music after this figure, so it’s really helpful. When you dance to a piece of music, you don’t necessarily realize that”. P2 said: “It would be something super interesting not just for myself to look for new expressions, but also for those who are not necessarily trained in music, you know. For instance, some people who are not very good at putting themselves into music, or a bit shy expressing themselves artistically, I think this would really help them”.

7.5.5 Pedagogy. When asked whether they would be interested in using SonicHoop in their class, both participants considered its potential benefits, but also voiced concerns. P1 said: “I think it’d be interesting as a pedagogy tool. For example, as I said earlier that it’ll be great to use it to communicate the duration of figures. However, it’d also be difficult as I’m thinking about a collective class with for example 10 students, each of whom has one SonicHoop. Then each student needs a headphone so that they’re not disturbing each other with sounds. It could be possible to use it for a class of choreography for those who already have the techniques and would like to go further. For beginners, I think there are just too many things. For me, I think we really need to start with techniques, and then we explore with SonicHoop. I see this more of a performance tool for shows and spectacles”. P2 said: “It’s not that I don’t think it’s interesting but I think it’s less accessible for the students, especially those who’re still developing their skills. There is just too much information for them, already the movements, and now if we add something musical, it would make it even harder. It would be interesting for a class but it depends on which students and whether they’re already comfortable on the hoop. We can certainly use this to communicate how to express a figure, how long do we need to stay in the figure, how do we transition into a different figure etc. For instance, you wouldn’t do the same thing when the music is fast or when the music is slow. So it helps training variability? And in the class, it might also help students to feel closer to the hoop and find their own way of expressing. Or even for professors to find new ways of using the same instrument and expressing themselves”.

7.5.6 Aerial hoop performances. Both participants said that they would be interested in an interactive aerial hoop performance. However, they were also concerned by how to communicate the auditory interactivity to the audience. P1 said: “I think it’s very important to make the public understand that it’s the artist who is creating the sound”. P2 said: “I think it’s super interesting to explore new forms for performances because it’s something super novel super cool. But I think it might be useful to, I don’t know, add visual information for the audience to understand that it’s the artist who is composing the music. I say this because you know, for a public show if you do a split on the aerial hoop, the audience would be like ‘wow amazing’. But if you do something less visually impressive but in fact super difficult and technical, there is no response from the audience. So in fact it might be useful to use sound, I don’t know, to communicate such information?”.

7.5.7 More nuanced sound design. We also asked participants about their overall experience with the sound design and whether more nuanced sound design strategies might be possible, for instance, adding special sound effects using the rotation speed of the hoop, captured by the R-IoT sensor. Both participants mentioned that all three sonification strategies are interesting and would be useful for different occasions. P2 said: “All three work very well and I think it depends on the occasion, whether it’s a public concert that requires more dynamic music or something more artistic and slow. It’s like you wouldn’t wear the same costume given different music and occasion”. P1 said: “It could be interesting to use the rotation speed to add special sound effects but also maybe dangerous. There I’m really imagining myself in a show and you know it’s difficult to always have the same rotation speed, so it means that the sound will change as well. You know the spinning depends on if you have a short hang or a long hang etc. so it could be dangerous. There might also be a conflict between my own rhythm on the hoop such as certain movements and certain transitions, which consequently control the spinning speed itself. So even though it could be interesting to use rotation speed to provide certain sound effects, we need to be careful”.

8 DISCUSSION

We evaluated SonicHoop with respect to its touch-to-sound latency and its sensitivity to different textiles, and identified the most promising candidates for interacting with a capacitive-touch based aerial hoop. We also conducted a qualitative structured observation that compared different sonification strategies and offered insights as to how each influences the practice and performance of two professional aerialists. We found that all three types of interactive sonification improve movement quality and can be used in different occasions. We also found that ambient sounds, with no independent rhythm, offer performers the greatest freedom of expression, whereas music with repeating loops or large numbers of different sounds might disrupt their flexibility of expression. This section discusses SonicHoop from different perspectives: as an aerial hoop training tool, as a digital musical instrument, and as a creative object. We then address limitations of this work and directions for future research.

8.1 SonicHoop as an Aerial Hoop Training Tool

Participants receive intrinsic feedback when performing on the aerial hoop according to its rotation speed, which body parts are in contact with which parts of the hoop, etc. They also receive extrinsic auditory feedback, which provides additional information about the quality of their movements, and keeps them aware of aspects of each figure that are often left out. These characteristics, e.g. duration of a figure, transitions between figures and the expression of a figure, along with the teacher’s intentions and perceptions can then be further communicated to students in a pedagogical setting. However, the participants also mentioned that SonicHoop would be less accessible for beginners since they are still developing their skills, and implies that adding auditory feedback to movement might make it harder. This echoes the limited literature on the effects of auditory feedback on movement learning: the effectiveness of interactive sonification to facilitate learning has been mostly explored for simple tasks [81] and it is difficult to generalize to more complex movements, such as those involved in aerial hoop. One study, with a limited statistical analysis, postulates that auditory
feedback is beneficial for expert users but not novice users [34]. The effectiveness of auditory feedback also depends upon one’s musical experience and abilities [22]. This suggests that we would need to modify the features and aesthetics of SonicHoop sound design, such as using low-level parameters and simple movement-to-sound mappings, if we are to cater to beginners’ needs.

8.2 SonicHoop as a Digital Musical Instrument

We see the potential of SonicHoop as a digital musical instrument (DMI) that aerialists play with their bodies. During the study, participants also provided valuable insights as to how the interplay of sound and movement affects the creative process, similar to other musical instruments. Within the context of DMIs, SonicHoop is also a unique case where sound production comes from an artistic discipline – here, playing the instrument is a sport in its own right. One specific characteristic of SonicHoop is that no absolute “correct sound” exists for particular figures – see the supplementary material for examples of sounds generated by the two participants when they used the same sequence. First, each aerial hoop has a certain size; this version is 90cm in diameter. This means that, given the size of the performer, the same figure will sound differently as the performer ends up in a slightly different position on the hoop. Second, even the same performer might end up in a different position, depending on their actions prior to transitioning to a particular figure. One potential solution would be to map the same sound to clusters of activated electrodes with similar compositions. This could be done by collecting extensive data from more aerialists as they perform the same figures using different sequences, and training a machine learning algorithm to recognize these figures. The current version of SonicHoop serves as a highly individualized musical instrument that emphasizes both sound production and musical expressivity [18, 28].

8.3 SonicHoop as a Creative Object

In addition to its roles as a training tool and as a digital musical instrument, SonicHoop can also be viewed as a creative object in its own right, one that encourages exploration and novel expression. SonicHoop enhances participants’ perceptions of their own movement qualities and, depending upon the sonification strategy, fundamentally alters their choreographic processes. Instead of translating music into movement, these artists search for bodily expressions that they use to actively compose music. This is particularly true of the sounds in the ambient condition, which lack their own rhythm. Here, the music no longer drives the aerialist, but rather the aerialist drives the music. Instead of simply choreographing a sequence of figures, they choreograph with the body, both reacting to and controlling the sound as they perform. This change of perception is similar to creativity support techniques seen in dance and somatic practices [33], such as moving and making strange [44] and defamiliarization [13]: All emphasize “varying our normal movement patterns and processes so that we can unsettle our habitual perceptions of the world and ourselves”. We argue that SonicHoop offers a new perspective on an otherwise familiar process, and can further support creativity in artistic sports beyond aerial hoop practice and performance.

8.4 Limitations and Directions for Future Research

8.4.1 Number of participants. Our goal was to understand the various roles SonicHoop can play at the intersection between athletic and artistic practice. We were particularly interested in how different sonification strategies affect performance, perception and choreographic processes, which requires highly skilled aerial hoop practitioners. We chose to work with two professional aerialists who are both performers and teachers over an extended period to gain more in-depth understanding and insights. Particularly, structured observation lets both the participants and ourselves explicitly reflect upon and compare the three sonification strategies.

An alternative would have been to work with beginner and intermediate students, however this would require completely different sound designs. Moreover, unlike the professionals, students need to learn each sequence, which could bias the results with respect to the ultimate use of SonicHoop. The use of students would shift the emphasis from choreography and performance to learning, which is another interesting topic for future research. A larger-scale study could also explore different sound designs and sonification strategies. However, we believe that the current study offers useful first step in exploring the role of sonification in activities that combine both athletic and artistic requirements.

8.4.2 Sensing limitations. Even though neither participant experienced feedback delay, textiles clearly have the potential to limit sensing. Our technical evaluation successfully demonstrated SonicHoop’s sensitivity with five different textiles. However, during the structured observation study, some touch events were missed. This might be because the participants were wearing other compositions or layers of materials that exceed the detection range. As a temporary solution, participants wore crop tops and shorts to maximize skin contact during the structured observation. Future work will test other filters and sensing techniques that allow SonicHoop to better handle layers of textiles. Furthermore, we plan to infer figures in real-time from the sensor data using machine learning techniques, which we believe could make the detection more robust to ambiguity, as inference would be aggregated from multiple sensors.

9 CONCLUSION

We present SonicHoop, an augmented aerial hoop with capacitive touch sensing and interactive sonification. We describe our design considerations based on aerial hoop practices, the hardware and software of the SonicHoop prototype. We also present three different sonification strategies and describe the results of a structured observation study with two professional aerial hoop performers. The results indicate that regardless of sound design, interactive sonification provides useful information about the aerialist’s movements on the hoop and improves movement quality. Furthermore, depending on the sonification strategy, SonicHoop changes how aerialists perceive and choreograph: instead of translating music into movement, they search for bodily expressions to compose music. This change of perception can further be cultivated into other creative sportive or artistic activities.
Future work includes exploring other sensing techniques and sonification strategies, and testing them with more participants of different skill levels. We also plan to investigate interactive sonification in other acrobatic practices such as aerial silks to further explore full-body vertical interaction.
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